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SUhlMARY

The thewyis gicen for calculating tliefree-.space oscillating
yressuresa ssociateci with a rotating propeller, at any point in
.Vpace. Because of its comp[em.ty this ana[ysis is convenient
4in[yfor u~ein thecriticalregion near the propeller tips where
the a.wumption~ used by Win to simplify hia final equations
are not ralid. Good agreement wag found between analytical
and e.rperirnen{al results in the tip Mach number range 0.45 to
1.00 where static tests were conducted. Charts based on experi-
mental data are included for the fundamental frequencies of
tuv-, three-, four-, jce-, &-, and eight-blade propellers and for
a range of tip clearances from O.0~ to 0.30 times the propet!er
diameter. ~f the power coejicient, tip Mach number, and the
tip clearance are known for a giren propeller, the designer may
determine from the~e charts the arerage man-mum free-space
a.~ci[lating pressure in the critical region near the plane of rota-
tivn.. A section qf the present report is deroted to the fuselage
response to these owil[ating pressures and indicates some of
the factors to be considered in sokin.g the problems off uselage
ribration and noise.

Pressures in the region ahead of the plane of rotation tended
to be out o=fphase with those. behind it. A. rejlector in the pres--
,i-ure$eld increased pressures in the plane of its surface by an
amount which depended on its shape; a jlat wrface caused a
doubling of the jree-space ralues. Blade plan form ia shown
fititto be a signi$cant parameter. The nondimensional param-
eter, tip clearance dirided by propeller diameter, howewr$ is
shou+n to be Siij-ni$cant. AS the tip clearance was decrea~ed,
pre.swres in a re~”on about as wide as one propeller radius u’ere
great[y increased. .& a. constant power the preswre ampli-
tuda of the lower harmonics tended to decrease and the higher
harmonics tended to increase w-th an increase in tip Mach
~iumber. Tile fundamental frequency oj pressure produced
by a four-blade propeller wc essentially independent of tip
Mach number in the usejul tip Mach. )i umber range. At tip
Mach numbers near 1.00, the pressure amplitudes were not
appreciably reduced by increasing the number qf blades; how-
crer, the rew.dting higher frequencies of the impinging pressures
-were bene$cia[ in greatly reducing the vibration amplitude qf
the wall.

INTRODUCTION

Large-amplitude fuselage-vwlI vibrations in the region
near the propeIIer pkme have been experienced recently in
several experimenhd airpIanes. Fusela.ge-paneIfailures have
occurred and great discomfort to the crew has resulted

PROPELLERS

from the noise and vibration inside the airplane. These
vibrations are lmovm to result from the oscillating pressures
associated with the rotating propeller. Up to the present
time, however, very Iittle information has been published
that would enable a designer to predict these pressures in the
critical region near the propeller tips.

In reference 1 Gutin has cleveIoped a theory by means of _
which the sound of a propelhw may be predictecl. By making
several simplifying assumptions Gutin simphfied the &al
equations, which were then usefuI only at a large distance
from the propelIer. The analysis presented herein is based
on Gutin’s fuudamentd equations without some of the’
sfiPIify@ assumptions of the ori@aI paper. The solution
obtained then makes possible the prediction of oscillating
pressures at any point- in space. Its practical usefulness,
how-ever, is limited to the area cIose to the propeller tips,
where Gutin’s simpIifiecIsoIution is not valid. At a linger
&stance away the Gutin soIution is much more convenient
to use.

Static tests were made in which sewxd different.propeller
models were used for comparison with analytical re.dts.
These tests evaluated the effects on the free-space osciHating-
pressure distributions of such parameters as propeller cliam-
eterj blade plan form, number of blades, bIade loacling,
tip clearance, and tip Mach number. Charts based on
experimental data mere calculated to enable a designer to
estimate the average ma-simum free-space oscillating pres-
sures in the critical region near the pIane of rotation. Corn-
parative data were obtained at the surface of two different
simulated fuselage -wallshapes to determine their effects”on” ‘”
the free-space pressures. The fuselage response to these
pressuresis treated herein and indicates some of the factors to
be considered in solving fuseIagevibration and noise problems,

4 SYMBOLS

R, effective propelIer radius
)S distance between doubIet and observer
se distance from observer to doublets at effective

propeller radius
X,y, z Cartesian system of coordinates, propeller

axis aIong z-a-xis
x’, y’, zt axes with origin ai doublet and par;lleI to

x-, y-, and z-axes
d“ tip clearance
D propeller diameter
7’” station radius
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blade width
maximum thickness of blade.section
rmmlwr of blades
clensity of air
speed of sound

tip Jfach number (rotation only)
tip radius of propeller
torque
thrust
powyr
instantaneous pressure for a given harmonic

?)+
()Pz

free-space oscillating pressure for a given
harmonic, root-mean-square

total free-space oscillating pressure, root-

“’a’’+quare(Jzm
~) for any mB wdue
pressure at panel surface
rotational speecl, radians per second
unclamped naturd angular frequency of

vibration of pane], radians per second
angular frequency of sound or vibration,

radians per second
time, seconds
propeller rota [ional speed, revolutions per

second
T

()
thrust coefficient —

p&D4

“’=(C+2K)“+%)
(7Q Q

()
torque coetlicient ——

pn=p

Cp
()

power coefficient -#”

R total free-space oscillating pressure coetiicient

()

~

im~D
Pc frei:space’ oscillating pressure coefficient

()P
pn2D2

m. order of the harmonic

b“

em phase angIe between Fourier harmonic_ of
impulse and torque cmnponent of impulse

V?n phase angle between Fourier harmonic of
impulse and thrust component of impulse

B Made angle, degrees

.

FOE .4ERONAUTICS

angle of doublet. from obscrscr with rcspwt
to x’ axis

ang]c of doubh!L from observw with rcspccL
to y’ axis

angle of doublet from obwrvcr with wspcct
to z’ axis

velocity pottwtial
angle betwcvn y-axis and rm.iius of doublet

circlo
amplitude of impinging free wave
veIocity of impinging frcc wave
amplitude of panel vibmtion
velocity of panel vibration
structtiial damping of”wdl
critica~structural dnmping (2Munj
acoustical radiation rcsistww (pc]
mass of panel per uniLarm
effective stitbss of panrl per unit arm (ilfw.i)

transmission coefhcient. (&/ ~oJ~
absorption co4MicienL
frequency of sound or vihw t.iml, cycles pw

second
natural frcquoncy of panel, cyclm I]{’r second

A dot. over a quantity imlicaLesthe first drriva tiw with
respect to timtiof tlmt quantity.

THEORY

The theory for the gwvwation of sound by n propdlw is
given by Gutin in reference 1. IIis hsic assumptions me
thak the propeller is replaced by concc>t.ralcd forces or
acoustic doublets distributed over the propt41w disk, lbc

strength of the doublets being a function of the torque and
thrust of. the propeller. By comidcring only W sound nt a
great dig@lce from the propeller, (~ytin coul~lmalw fllrtIlcr
simplifying assumptions which permitt-cda solution in hums
of Bessel functions. In the prcscnL analysis, which cun-
siders the oscillating pressures near the propeller tips, the
assumptions of great distance cannot bo made. Thr imalysis
therefore follows closely that. of G-uiin, with the exception
that no simplifying assumption as to dishmcc is nmdc.

Certain giomet.ric relntions iised in the antdysie arc shown
in figure 1. The propeller lies in the zypla nc iiml the
observer is in the xy-plane. The radius of a doubict circh:
is r. The doublet under consideration is Iocatcd at the
origin of the primed coordinates with tingles to observer
indicated by 6, X, and v. The distance between the observer
and the doublet is S. The coordinates of the observer in
the primed coordinate system are

X’=x

y’=y–r Cos e

z’=-r sin O
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Therefore,
8= ~x’+y2+i-’-2ry cos 6

and

Cos a=?
s.
..

~o~ ~=Y—p~os 6
s“

—r sin 19
Cos v=

s

Reference 1 shows that the velocity potent id for a gi-ren
harmonic clue to concentrated forces distributed over the
propeller cliskis given b-y the following expression:

z

v

T
Y’

x
v

/-d s

Oh.server

FLGmE I.—Description of coordinate system.

l.$iki..~+k~hesubstitution for the direction cosines, evaluating

(–)ZXs
~ and dropping the smaII phase angIes ~ and ~~

gi~es

—

Ysin8~(r)emct-rlrm-ksl

s’ ](~+~)drdd

When the concept of an effective radius at which the thrust
and torque are assumed to act. as in reference 1 is used,
and when the following substitutiom are also made as in
reference 1 .

A(r)dr=$

ancl
dQ

F(r)dr=Fr

then

N
~_–ycf 2a-

h-pck . ~ “+% ‘)(”i’3:’)’cOs(mB’+ks~’- =

i sin (nzB6+kSJ] d8

where RS is an effective radius of the propeller.

The instantaneous pressure for a given harmonic at any

b+ Hence,point is given by pi= P ~

i sin (mBt?+kSJ] de (1)

The absolute value of root-mean-square pressure p is given
by the folIowing expression:

( %Tx+ ~d
(s(

~=+ . Qy sin 6 I
43.27r2 ( II ) 1

X3 [cos(m.BH-kSJ+-kS. sin (mBi?+kSJ]dO 2+

\ .* TX+ Qy&-O)-& [kS. CO~(mB8+kSJ-sin (rrzBf?+kS.)]d@~ >’”
.J ( b 8

where

S.= ~iNq-Y2+R&z—2R,Y cos e

which is the distance from the obsemer to the doublets of the effectire propeller circIe.
This ~xpression for p may be written in nondimensional form as

( * C,D’X C~D3y sin e’PI.
m ~+ R,S: ) }

[COS (mBO+kS.)+kS. sin (nzBO+kS.)] do ‘+~nz~—~ 1~~~ .1.. 0

( % CTD’.rL cJYy sin e
S((0 s:’ Ress3 )

[h-S, cos (mBe+kSJ-sin (mBe+kSJ] de)’ ‘“
~)

(2;

1
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where p is the magnitude of the root-mean-square oscillating

pressureof a given harmonic. The quantity —~~~~g is defhmd.

as the free-space oscillating-pressure coefficient and is desig-
nated p,. The total free-space oscillating pressure is given

d

m.. .-

by the expression ~= ,~1 pmB2 where p for any mB value

is given by equation (2) and the total free-space oscillating-

pressure coefficiefit is defined as ~c=fiz”

APPARATUSAND METHODS

Static tests were c.onductted for the measurement. and
analysis -of the free-space pressures near the tips of five
different propeller models. Tests were made in the tip
3fach number range 0.45 to 1.00 for 2 two-bIade 48-inch-
diameter round-tip propeIIma, a four-bIade 48-inch-dimneter
round-tip propeller, a two-bl~de 47-inch-diameter square-tip
propoller, and a two-blade 85-inch-c]iametcr round- tip pro-
peller and for various blade. angles. .Comparative studies
were also made to determine the effects.on free-spacepressures
of a flat vertical wall and a curved .swfacw which simulate
the fuselage position in the pressure field.

Propeller models used areshowII. in figure 2. Tl&e moclds
were mounted in adjustubIe hubs to dow the bhtde angles
to be changed manually. The 85-inch-diameter Clark Y
propcIler, the NACX “4-(3) (06.3)–06 propeller, the NACA
4-(5) (08)–03 propeller, and the square-tip propeller were all
tested as two-blade configurations. The NACA 4-(5) (08)-03
propeller was also tested as a four-blade configuration.
The square-tip propeIlw blade shown hae the same airfoil
section as the NACA 4-(5)(.08)–03 propeller and its diametw
is 47 inches. The NACA designations are descriptive of the
propeller. Numbers in the first group represent the pro-
peller diameter in feet. Numbers in the first parentheses
represent the design lift coefficient in tenth at the 0.7
radius. lNumbere in the second parentheses give the blade
thickness at the 0.7 radius in percent chord. The l~t
group of numbws gives thti blade solidity which is defined
w the ratio of a single blade yidth at the 0.7 radius to the
circumference of a circle with the same radius. Blade-form
curves for the four models tested.are given in figure 3:

The test propellers werm..driven by a 200 horsepower
water-cooled variable-speed electric motor. Power to the
motor was measured by means of a wattmeter, and motor-
dlicicncy charts were .uscd to determine power to the
propellers.

Root-mean-square oscillating pressures were measured by
rncans of a commercial crystal type microphone calibrated
to read directly in dynes per square centimeter. The sensi-
dvc element has. a flat frequency response in the desired
range and is approximate]y % inch in diameter; thus, any
distortion of. the pressure field due to its presence is mini-
mized, Figure 4 shows thdest arrangement for measuring

free-space pressures, Because ground reflection is considered

negligible for this particular setup, t,hg pressure: measured

are essen tidy free-space pressures except & the cases where

mflccting surfaces. were purposely p~eed in the _jressure.

field. AJl pressure quantities presented are considered to

be free-space oscillating pressures unless otherwise stated.

“G- ...-.+ -:’...- -=--- ----
.....-, . -L- 56022 ----

FIGURE!L-Propeller test blodcs.

(a) CIA Y propeller.

FIGURE3.—BIade-form rxrnw for test propeilwe.
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hleasurements were made at several known distances from
tbe propeller on lines parallel to the axis of rotation and at
the same height above ground, At all times the microp-
hone was doubly shock-mounted and when reflecting
surfaces were used the microphone W-Wmounted separately
to keep vibrations reaching it at a minimum.

Pressure amplitudes (rms) of the first four harmonics were
measured with a harrnorsicwave analyzer adjusted to a band
width of 100 cycles per second.

.Flat vertical and circular fuselage walls were simulatecl
and their effects on the magnitudes of pressures in the plane
of the walls were evaluated. Figures 5 (a) ancl 5 (b) show
construction of the flat vertical wall and figure 5 (c) shows
corresponding details of the circular wall. These walls
were supported in such a way that the natural frequency of
each structure as a unit was below the frequency range of
the oscillating pressures to be measured. Aa first designed
the surfaces of both walls vibrated locaIly when excited by
the propeller frequencies. These local (panel) vibrations
were reclucccl in both cases to a low value by heavy longi-
tudinal reinforcement. By this method paneI resonances
were removed from the frequency range. where measure-
mcnta were to be taken.

The vertical dimension of both walls was 3 feet which
was assumed sufficient to approximate an actual fuselage for
use with a 4-foot propeller. The reinforced wooden (two
thicknesses.of ?i-in. plywoocl) wall was 6 feet.long and weighed
approximately 145 pounds, whereas tbe reinforced steel
(j%-in. boiler plate) -wall was 4 feeti long and weighed
approxima teIy 1.00~“otinds.

EFFECTS OF VARIOlE3PARAMETERS ON TOTAL
OSCILLATING PRESSURES

!17ipclearance,-F~gure 6 illustrates the effect of tip clear-
ance d on the free,space oscillating pressure distrib.ut.ion.

.4s clearance is reduced for a given tip Mach number, pres-

sures along a line parallel to the propeller axis tend to in-

crease but the important change seems to occur in a region

tipproximately one propelkr radius wide in the vicinity of

(a) WefnforcodpIyw.oodwall (front view).

FIGURE 5.—Sfmulatd fuselage walls:u*”fn tests. :

the plane of rotation. ln this figure aml in sevmwl suctwdiug
ones the horizontal scale is @ ml denotes distanws from
the pIane of rotation; positive values dmo[c positions ahmd
of the propeller plane and ncgwtivc values CIMOLCposi[ions
behind it.

Blade loading,-Figure 7 shows the extent to ~~hich(he -
free-space pressure distribution ma-y k ciumgcd, nt a con-
stant.tip llacb number and c.learanm,by changing thr blaclc

(b) Reinforced plywood wall (rear view) showing mlcro~]lwm,support.

l?I13VRE5.—Conthmcd.

k :—-.-Ts —,. . .. —.-— ..-. —

4’
------------..==---.. <.:..,::=

-.”:. . :5.;:+.?.. . -,

(C) CfrCU15rated wall (sido vim- with end stiflonor rcmowxl) showfng rcfnfor~mcnt ~nd
microphone supports,

FIGURE5.–Concluded.
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Ioading. When the pressure ordinate is pIotted as the ratio
IJCP, all data at a given tip l~ach number can be compared
on an equal power basis. Three different operating condi-
tions are represented since at f&T~=80the propeIIer is IightIy
loaded, at fIO.T~=150it. is heaviIy Ioaded but unstaIled at. the
tips; -whereasat- &.T~=200 it is stallecl. For the Conclition

h.i~=z~”, the thrust component, of pressure becomes of small
importance relative to the torque component, and the pres-
sure distribution tends to peak in the pIane of rotation.
For the unstaIled condition where e. is relatively Iarge, the
free-space ‘pressures are a ma.simum at approximately ~ of
a diameter ahead of and behind the plane of rotation.

Power ooeffioient.-h figure 8 some experimental free-
space pressure coefficients EC are plotted against power
coefficient ~p for four dtierent propellersand at two different
tip Mach numbers. At a given tip Mach number the
relation between ~. and CP is seen to be approximately
liiear. A comparison between the tohd pressures produced
by a t-wo-bIacleand a four-blade propeller at equal power
coefficients is given. As is indicated @ figure 8, Iesspressure
is produced by the fcmr-bIade propeller than by the two-
LdadepropeI.Ierat the same power coefhient, idthough ah

x/D
FIGraE 6.—Eff@ of tip cIearaneeon the fiee+psce pressures for NACA 4-(5) (6S)~ propeUer.

B=% L%.;s=lIT; M,=O.66.

&
Cp

-~00 .75 -.50 :25 0 .25 .50 .75 Loo
x/D

FIIirBE7.—Effect of blade loadhrg on the free-sparepr~e ~~b=tio~for

LN.4CA4-(@K8)-03 pmpeUer. B=% .lft=o.w; $=0.w.

tip Mach number 1.00 the differences are relatively small.

Figure 8 shows that comparable data. for the ~~CA

4-(5) (08)-03, the NACA 4–(3) (06.3)+6, ‘and the CIark Y
propeller are in good agreement. BIade plan form and
solidity are thus not considered to be significant parameters.
In addition, for a given Jlt, CP,ancld/D, pressure coefficients
for propellers of difFerent,cliameter are shown to be approxi-

. mateIy equal.
Tip shape,—The 3 two-blade propelkrs for which data

are given in figure 8 differ in pIan-form shape and in
the sha.1~ sectiom, but. all have rounded tips. Thus it is.
seen that the pressures produced are not affected very much

by small differences at the inboarcl stations. Two-blade

contlgurat ions of the NTACM 4–(5) (08)-03 prope~er and the
square-tip propeIIer were tested to determine the eff eci of.

LP
FIGURES.—Effect of parer inefficientand tip Mach munber on the Oscllating-pressum

coefficients oft wo- and fbrrr-bfadepropellers fa the plane of rotation. ~=0.042.

.—

!M66M-31-51
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tip shnpe. These propellers have identical airfoiI section,.
and the only. essential difference in plan form is at the tips.
Both propellers \tiere.tested.at the same blade..angle ancl tip..
speed and at approximately the same power to get compa-
rable data. Results shown in figure 9 indicate .tlmt bladen.
tip shape is not a significant pa~qmeter: -.

Effect of reflecting surfaces,—In order to dete~~e the
effect that a reflecting surface has on the impinging pressures, ‘
tests were made with u flat vertical wall and a circular-shaped
wall. These results are comptireclwith corresponding free-
space data. in figure 10. I&Xsures measured in the plane
of a ffat vertical wall are wen to be. approximately double
the free-space values. Corresponding data for ~ circular
waII indica.tc an increase. cwer t,ke fr.ee~sp~cedues, but
this increase is somewhat less.than that.for the flat wall.

Compmison with full-scale data,—In order to compare
these measurements with full-scale data some_check p~in.b..
for the static condition were obtained from K tes~ airplane.
Since the full-scale propeller had three liades and operated
at much larger power coefficients than the model propellers,
no direct comparison could be made. The model .data have.

.

-Loo -.75 -.50 ~.25.. ~ 25. .50 .75 ..@”””
x/D

FIGURE W-mwt of propeller tip shape on W free-space prma~~.

B=~ $0.:$=lr; MI=O.7Z :=0.0S3.

-1oo -.75.{50 =25” .0.. =-- .-5(2.75”““..=mo
x@

FIGURE 10.–Effeet of reflecting surfaces in tha pressure field. of the NACA 4-(5)@3)-02

propeller. B=2; J30.7J=20”; M,=0.00; ~=0.093.

been extrapolated to tho larger power cocfficknts, luwwer,

and interpolations were made at the corresponding tip kfnch

numbers. The @mates thus obtained are given in the

following table along w+t.h pertinent data from the full-scdo

tests for comparison:

Ppwk ~.u~~ noree. CP.~< dm&kr ofbIadeg power

~, FH”

~D &%&$ $(~~;:

(dyn&lcm~)
-

0.49 1292 3 466 0.129
.4%

0.033 MO 420
1202 3 406 .129 .167 2io

.70 1292 s L 530 .135 .W 1,mu

.30 1292 3
1,?%

1,F@O .135 . 1L17 L 150 976
. .

Thus it is seen that,,model datti may bc extrapolated to
higher values of CPwith a fair amount of uccuracy.

HARMONICANALYSESOF OSCILLATIN~PRESSUIZIM

AMPLITUDES

Experiment.—Dat a presented thus far have shown the
behavior of total oscillating pressures as rnrmurcd in free _

The subsequent discussion illustrates the bubaviorspace.
of each of the first four harmonica of pressuro for a t.wo-blmic
propeller.

The effect of power coefficient on the rcla.tivc amplitudes “-
of the fist four. .harmonim at three difhmmt. Lip 3[arh

numbers in the plane of rotation
()

~= O is shown in figure

11, ~ harmonics are seen to follow a stmight-line rclntion-
ship betiveen power coeflk.icnt C’IJancl pressuro a.mplitudc M

~=0. Figure 1L(a] shows that, for the NACA 4+5] (08)-03

two-blade propeller, the ~undamentd fr.equency is pro-
‘dominant at iW,=O.75 rmd each higher hurmonic is smaller
ir”amplitude. This order is completely reversed at.ilf,= 1.00
as indicated in figure 11(c). At this Spw!d [llCflmdaInentu]
has the imallest iirnplitude, and the highrr-order htirmonirs
are progressively larger. At a tip 3hwh nundm Of 0.!’!)0,M
shown in figure 11(b), the nmpIitud.esarc more ncarIy cquai
which fact indicates thnt &t this particular speed thurc is ft
transition between the two extremes shown in figures 11(a}
and 11(c).

‘lh ‘(.c,ross over” phenomenon shown in figure 11- for
pressures in the plane of rotation does noL seem Looccur in

the tip lfach number range of the tests where ;*O. Al.all

points investigated oukide of.. Lhc phne of rottilion the
amplitude was found to deereasc as the oxder of the hR r-

monic increased, .Thii result is showmin figure 12 wlwre (IN
harmotic amplitude variations for three di[i’erent tip 3iitch
rmmbers at sewml points in tho pwssurc field mc given.

Cornp~ison of theory with experiment,-in the develop-
ment of the theory the pressures at a point in SPRCCduc to
the fo;ces distributed over the propcllw disk arc given by a
double integration. The first integmtiou is around the
blade path from 6=0 to 19=27rand the second integration is
along t~e blade radius fro”mr“=Oto r=li’. For simplifimtion
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FIGURE il.–Effectof power eoe6icient on the relstke press? amplitudes of the drst four

bsrmonics of the h-ACA+{5)(t@)-03t~c-bladePrOPe~@fOtheP1~eofro~t~n. +o.cm.

+D

(s) .31,=0.75.
-.

FIGm 12.—Relstire amplitudes of four hmm~ics of NACA 4-(5) ((S]+3 ProPeUer- B=Z

60.:5=10=’;~=o.cm —

the second integration is e~inated arid all forces on the
propeIIer disk are assumed to be concentrated at an effectil-e . ..
radius. This effective radius R, is a function of the blade

thrust distribution ancl torque distribution and the manner

in which the forces at each blacle element contribute to. the

free-space, pressures at a point in space for a given bar- “

monic. Thus R. may difler for the -rarious harmonics and
ma-y he different for the thrust and torque terms of
equation (2).

The effective radius for a given. harmonic was evaluated
herein by comparing the calculations tith corresponding
experimental values. The calculated curves were based on
values of z/D corresponding to those shown for the experi-
rnentzd data, Calculations in figure 13(a) for 12,=0.8R
give good agreement vrith experiment for the propdIer
operat~~ at ffo.M= 15° and ..JXI=0.75. SimiIar cakdations
for this propeller at 13M5=10° and .31t= 1.00 and for
Re=0.8R overestimate the nmsimum oscillating pressures.
(See fig. 13(b).) -..

~ figue 14 tie experimental ancl calculated pressurea.at

~=–O.125 are compared for the first three harmonics of the

hTACA 4–(5) (08)-03 two-blade propeuer at f?O.ts=lO”.
The calculated points ~Yereobtained by USL~ equation (2)
and the thrust and torque coefficients listed in the figure.
Equiition (2) predicts pressures ovw the entire test ra%e O!
tip llach numbers vrith the same amount of accuracy. The
deviation theD appears to be essentially due to blade loading
and no~ due to tip Mach number. The use of Re=0.8R in
this case resulted in overestimating W pressures by about
40 percent.
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For conditions of figure 1.4a variation of R. in equation (2)
resulted in a nearly uniform change in pressure amplitude
for the fundamental frequency of a two-blade propeller
throughout ihc given tip Mach number range. Figure 15
shows the amount of this mmiation for three values of. R. at

~= –0.125. For these conditions calculations for R6=0.7R

rno.st nearly duplicated the experimental results.. ThUS.it..
may be seen that the maxtiurn. preasur?s~rhichusually O@Xr

~~’~= -0.125 may be predicted by using an effective raclius

varying from O.7R to 0.8R,for. the propeller in these tests.
This propeller is believed to be representative of high-speed
propellers. Since propellers are normally operated through
a ivide range of loading conditions, a value of Re which will
be valid for the extreme c~e is considered most usefuI., -For
this particular propeIler Re”=O.8R is recommended to..give

conservative caIcuIated pressures.

0-
L
3 VI I I““l\

(b}

fy~
-.250 -.125 0’ - .125 .250

zJD

(b) .W=O.90.

FIGURE12.—COIIthHN3d.

The. jgta of figure 7 inclicate that the rntio of prcswrc

coefficient to power coefficient is lower for the lightly loadwl

and the stalled propeller than for the heiI vily londcd propelkr.

Thus, since the value of R,= O.SR will adequat rly prwlicl

the pressures. for a heavily loaded propeller it will tend to
overestimate the pressures at.otlm operating conditions.

!Dcliiing in reference 2 shows that for a proprller at a
given blade angle the sound pressures at a disttincc VU)’
appro.~mateIy as the powers of the tip speed of 5, 6.5, and ~
for m~”vtdues of 2, 4, and 6, respectively. Since the pWm
varies approximately as the cube of the tip speed, the sound
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pressure at constant. power may be seen to vary as the

powers of the tip speed of 2, 3.5, and 5 for rnB=2, 4, and 6,
respecti~ely. At a distance then, an increase in tip speed
at consttint.power results in an increase of sound pressure
for alI harmonics. This condition does not exist for all
harmonics, however, in the region near the propeIIer. Figure
14 (a) shows that for a gi-ieriblacle angle the pressures varied
considerably Iess with tip speed than was observed in
reference 2. In figure 16 the esperime ntaI data of figure
I-I (a) is plotted to show the effect of tip Mach number at
constant power on the free-space pressures of each harmonic.
For these conditions the pressure per unit power is decreased
as the tip Ilach number is increased for mB= 2, whereas for
mB= 6 the trencl seems to reverse. The pressure amplitude
for mB=4 seems to be essentialityindepenclent.of tip llach
number.
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FIGURE 13.–Free spsee pressure d~tributiorr of the Erst harmonic o tha NACA 4(5)(03)+

pro@ler. B=% ~=0.0S3;If.=0.8R.

Calculations in the phme of rotation for the pressure am-
pIitucIeof the fundamental of a two-blade propeIIerhave been
made by means of Gutin’s simplified equation and aIso by
equation (2) of the present.report. The results obtained by
using the two methods are plot tecIa: a ratio against.d/D in
figure 17 for tip Wmh numbers of 0.75 and 1.00. The Gutin
equation is seen to underestimate the pressures at 1O-Wcl/D
YaIues. At a gi-ren d/n value the order of agreement of the
two methods is seen to change with tip XIach number and
sIso may be different for each harmonic and at other points
in space. These results wouId preclude the use of Gut in’s
simplified equation tit.h a convenient adjustment. factor
since the adjustment. factor would probably be different in
every case.

PHASE RELA’HO!W

The fuseIage-wall designer shouId know not only the rela-
tive amplitudes of the harmonics of pressure procIuced by the
propeller but aIso something of the phase reIations. Equa-
tion (1) TKUIpredict t%e phase between the impinging pres-
sures of any given%harmotic at two different,points in space.
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Thcphasc mayalso beprwlicteci byuse of equation(2). For
given conditions equation (2) gives tlwpressurc atapoint
in space as the product of a const.an.tterm and the square
root of the sum of the squt-trcsof the real and imaginary com-
ponents which are, respectively, the first and last terms with-
in the large parentheses. If the algebraic values of each of
tlwsc terms are known, the phase relations may be easily
cleterminwl.

By this method ca.lculat.ionsof the pressures produced
simultaneously by the fundamental frequency at two points
in SIJMW,equidistant ahead of tindbehind the propeller plane

and for a tip kfach number of 0.75, gave a phase .differencc
of 165°. Comparative measurements at these snme oper-

ating conditions gave a corresponding value of 155°; thus,

the validity of equation (2) is further verified. Similar cal-

culations for the same propeller at the same tip speed but

for a larger l.dade-angle set$ing gave a phase -difference of

125°. A comparison of these rwxdts indicates that the phase

angle between the pressures ahead of and behind the propel-

ler plane tends to decrease in magnitude as (?Qincreases with

respi?ct to CT. ●

Jut

(8) Experiment. fb)”Theory. R,=o.8R.

l?IOURE14.—Effectof tip Maoh number on pressure ampl[tude of the firstthree harmonim for

N.4CA 4-(5)(08)-03prope]ler. B=Z 60.i6=1m ~=-O.12&;$=O,OW. .

.

Figure 18 shows the total-prcssuro wuvc forms as rccordrd
at three clifhmmtpoints in space for five diffwvnt tip Xiach
numbers. These are Du llont. dual-beam ratImde-ray os-
cillogr~pl~.pictures of the microphone voltage output, whirh
is the upper trace, and a timing line of 300 cycles per second.
The small vertical line on the timing lino indic.rttcs[he time
at which the propeller blade passes through the xy-plant!and
is close+ to the microphone. The linv tracing [hc lNVSSUW
indicates positivc pressurewhen it moves downwwr(lam] nclg-

at ive pressure when it moves upwind, nnd tinw illrr~asrs

from left tO right.. The photographs taluw at a tip “lfttch

number of 1.00 indicate a relatively large contribution by the
higher harmonics, whereas at,the Ioww tip ~farh numbers Lhr
low harmonics are rlearly prcdomimmt. l?igurr 18 is iu-
cIuded prima.riIy for information in msc a more drtaiIcd
analysis of these wave forms is desired, _ _
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first harmonic for NAOA 4-(5)(03)-03propeller. B-2: &.rl = 10D;~= -0.l!i%j .$=0.083.
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CHARTS FOR ESTIMATING FREE-SPACE PRESSURES

The th~~orygiven in this report k adequate for predicting
free-space oscilIating pressuresfor any static condition. The
comple.sity of the method, however, makes it- desirable to
provic[e rImore convenient menns of estimating these pres-
sures. The charts of figure 19 are presented for this purpose.
In contrast to the cmaIytical method these charts do not. pre-
dict the pressures at a given point but. instead give a et
appro.tiat ion of the maximum free-space pressure coefE-
cicmtsof a given harmonic near the plane of rotation of the
propeller. This information may be determined easily from
the appropriate chart., pro-ricleclthat, the power coticient,
tip l~ach number, and tip cIeart-inceare knovrn for a given
propeller.

The charts are based on data for Unstalledconditions and
the pressures invoIved were determined by avera=@ng the
maximum wdues mertsuredin fronttof and behind the plane
of rotation at each test condition. These ma-ximumvalues

usuaIIy occurred at ~= *0.125. The free-space preemre

coefficients thus obta.ineclwere found to -rary approximately
Ii.nem$y-with power coefficient as clo those measured in the _
plane of rotation. (See fig. 11.) Thus the thrust terms are
negIected and the charts are breed. on power coefficients’ of
the tests The charts may be used, how-ever, for power. ..
coefficients larger than those for which data were taken.
The cla.rts are based primariIy on experimental measure-

d
ments at —=0.083 ancl on a snflicienknuber of meas~e- ._

D
ments at. other d/D values to esta.bIishthe attenuation curve. _ _
in figure 20. This cur-re -wasfairecl from a composite plot

of data -ivhichwere adjusted to eqmd mam~tudes at $=0.083.

Charts for values of mB of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8.were
determined by faired data from two-blade and four-bIade
propellers. In equation (2) -where m and B always appear

as a product, the second harmonic of a two-blade propeller

has the same strength as the fundamental of a four-blade

propeIIer for the same operating conditions. Because crf this

fact., -which has also been cofimed experimentally, ancl

because the fundamental frequency has been found to be.. ._.__.

predominant in this critical region of maximum pressures,

the charts are usefti for estimating pressures produced by

the fundamental frequencies of propellers -which have from

two to eight blades; they may also be used to predict. the pr~: --

sures of harmonics in the range of vaIues of mB from 2 to 8.
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FIGURE18.—EEect of tip Mach number on the pressure wave forms at thrm differant points

in sperm for NACA 4-@ (08)-03 propeller. B= Z #R~*-IV; ~=0.f 07. (Bottom trace
1)in each photograph is 300.eps timing line.)
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FIUGRE 20.-Frae-apace pressure attenuation curve used in edculathg the values of figure 19.

As first illustrated in figure 12, the charts show in general

thuL ati tip With number 1.00 dl harmonics have vexy

nearly the same maximum amplitude for comparable

operating conditions, whereas at the lower tip Alach num-

bers the lower-order hm.rnonics me prcdominanty

The effect of tip lvkeh number on the oscillating pressures

for t-t propeller operating at constant power may be esti-

mated froIn the relation of ‘p., C?p,and ikft in the following”— —

ma.nney. –~,, CP=~,j and ikft=~,Since pC—
Pn D pn D-

p_T p,

P–; Cphl,D2” “ ‘“

or
.

P 2 Pc—— --- . . . . .

/()
P .?

:C CPM,

Thus in h chtirk of figure 19, lines of constant oscillating
pressure per unit propeller power aro straight. radial lines
through the origin.. If the slope of the pC/CPcurve at a given
point is greater thun the slope of a straight line from that
point to tho origin M at point B in figure. 19 (c), tho oscil-
lating pressure wilJ.inqreasewith gin increfwc in. tip hlach
number for a constant power. If on the other hand tie
slope of the pJCP curve at a given point is less than the slope
of the sLraighLline to the origin as at point A in figure 19 (c),
the free-space pressure will decrease with increasing tip
Nfach number.

In general tlLetla.rts of figure 19 show tIlat tiL lhc low
values of roll, the pJCP c.urvcs arc rclfl[ive]y flnt aId tluJ

oscillating pressures will decrease wit h inmxvwing I ip A[M-+
number at constant pcmwr. Nor the highw ml~ vtilucs f.hc
reverse .is true. This clhct has rdrmdy been indicakd in

figure 1.6 and is f urthw shown in figure 21 where Lhe ratio

Pc/CPfi?t, Ivhjc!l is proportional to the oscilhtting pressures
per unit propeller power, is plotted for wwions viducs of
mB as a. function of tip Jfdl numkr. .Lhtn in figure 21

are faired data taken from the charts of figure 19.

Figure .21 shows tba~ for values of mIl Icss thatl 4 the os-
cillating pressure per unit. power dccrmscw with inrrmscd tip
Mach number. The com!lusion mtiy be drawu thal the
pressure due to the fundwncntal mode of excilution for a
four-bltide propelli~ris essentially independent. of tip hlach
number when the power is held conshlnt. Hence elmnging

the tip hfach number will not nmt.crially tlfl’(I(!Lth! primnrj

modes of fusi21age vibration. 1~ may lw noted, hul~cvcr,

that the large inercase in pressure amplitudo of the higher

harmonics with incrmsc. in tip Jhwh number will greatly

increase. the noise levels in the f uscl~ge.

FUSELAGE RESPONSE TO OSCILLATING PRESSURliS

WBRATION

Theoiy ancl experiments have bwm discussed which nmko
possible the prediction of the oscillating prmsurus acting On

the fuselage. Tl~epresent. section deals with the fuselage
response to t,hesepressures and inclicatw some of t-heftict.grs..

.

\
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to be considered in solving the problem of fuselage -ribration
and noise. Since references 3 and 4 consicler in cIet.aiIthe
acoust.icrd treatment for aircraft fuselages, no experiments
were made on eoundproofig. Some amplitude ancl fre-
quency measurements, however, were made on vibration of
two prmek which were subjected to pressure impulses from
propellers.

Experimental data,—The test panels were desi.gged pri-
mariIy as reflectors and -were not intended for use in -ri-
bration studies. Thus, heavy construction was usecIin order
to minimize the effect of prmeI-vibration on the pressure
measurements. The panel weights were approximately 8
pounds per square foot for the flat wall and approximately
5.5 pounds per square foot for the circular mall. These
weights m-e appreciably greater than the normaI fuselage
might of about. 1 pound per square foot. Despite these
weight-diierences the vibration data taken during the course
of these tests me of inttvest in that they indicate the way in
which the vibration mnpIitudes are affected by panel
resonances.

Figure 22 (a) gives the vibration response of ‘the flat
wooden paneI at the position of greatest vibration amplitude
both before and after reinforcbg. As a result of excitation
by a two-blade propeller a resonance peak occurred at 130
cycIes per second. Reinforcing +Ae panel remo~-ed the
resonant condition from the operating range. The response
curve for the circuIar steel panel (fig. 22 (b)) shows a narrow
resonance peak at 107 cycles per second. The steel sheIl
has a more narrow frequency response than the wooden
panel and the indicates Ices damping. The peak amplitude
~f the circular -rralIis less than that. for the flat waII even

though the flat waIIhad more damping. Thus it ismdicg!ed
that pressures cm the circuIar w-d are less than those on the
flat wall. This concIition is further incIicated by the curves
for the reinforced walls, because the flat wall has about
twice the ampIitude of the circukm shcII. Figures 22 (a)
and 22 (b) indicate the necessity of removing any Iarge wall
resonances from the operating range. They also indicate
that a curved wall has less vibration amplitude than a fiat
wall for compmabIe tip clearance and operating conditions. .

“Response of the reinforced flat wooden pimeI to excitation .
by a four-blacle propeller, which absorbs sIightly less power ___
than the two-blade propeIIer of figures 22 (a) and !?2 (b), is
shown in figure 22 (c). A number of smaII resonance peaks “-
appear in this figure; however, the over-aII value of the
am@ude is cousicleraliy less than for the two-black pro-
pelIer. Even though the pressures associ~ted with the four-
blade propc$lerat high tip 31ach numbers wiIIbe ncarIy equal
in amplitude to those for a two-blade propeller, the corre-
sponding wall vibration” amplitudes may be much smaller. “”
This reduction is attributable to the greater -rraIIinertia at.
the higher frequencies procluced by the four-bIack. propeller.

Comparison of experimental data with theory,—:~ body
such as a fuselage has an infinite number of -ribration modes.
The determinantion”of the response to a forced ~ibration load
such as a sound wave -wouldrequire the vector summation of
all the responses to the particular sound wave. Such a
procedure is ditEcuIt, if not. impossible. It has been fonncl
experimentally that- at a particular exciting frequency the
response of a body is predominrmtly determined by the
vibration mode which is near the exciting frequencies. If
the excitation is far from a resonant.concIition the amplitude
of -ribration may be estimated by consicIeringonIy the inertia ‘ –
or mass of the panel. (See p. 219, reference 5.) As a first
approximation, the natural frequency of the panel may be
ass.umeclto be zero and the materiaI clamping and radiation
resistance may be neglected. t~nder such assumptions, the” -
response of a panel to an osciI.Iatingforce may be simply
calculated as (p. 62, reference 6)

(3)

where g~ is the displacement from each sicle of the neutraI
position, p, isthe pressure measured at thepanel surface, XI _ _
is the mass of panel per unit area, and al k the an@ar.
frequency of sound in radians per second. Calculations of
the vibration amplitudes of the test panels for the funda-
mental propeller frequencies hi-re been made by equation (3)
and are pIotted in figure 22. “The ma-ximum presswes
measured for the firstharmonic near the plane of rotation and
corrected. for vraIlrefIection -wereused in these calculations.
WaLlpressuresused -were2 times free-space -raIuesfor the flat
surface and 1.5 times free-space TaIuesfor the curl-cd suface,
as indicated by results given in figure 10. TotaI amplitude—-—
is z ~m. The calculated values me seen to be in good agree-. ‘
ment with the vibration amplitudes measured for the rein-
forced paneI except where resonant peaks occur (fig. 22).
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~Since the ctdcuIat.ions were.aade for an assumed natural

frequency of zero, -the cakulated curve does not indicate the

response at resonance. ~ simple calculation such as this

may be useful for predicting vibration amplitucks for heavy

wails far from resonance.

For conventional fuselage walIs, which weigh much lCSS
than those. tested, the acoustical radialion resishmm and
dampi~g cannot be negIected. A more refined method for .-
ctilcula”tin~the iesponsc of m idealized panrl and whirh
gives tfiti effect of rigidi~y, panel damping, and acousii;al”
radiati~ resistariee is giveu by equation 7 (b) of the tip- ‘
pendix. This equation gi% the vibration nrnplitudc if the
structured damping, mqssj and naturaI -frequency of the
pmd are known. CrdcuIations for Urmonanti condition by
equatio~ 7 (b) have been mtide for comparison with experi-
mental results and these values are shown in figure 22 (m).

For t.h~secalculations, jO= 130 cycles per second, ~-==0.02

(est~hnaiedfrom shape of rcsonnncc pm]{), and the ‘weight
of the pane~ was 7 pounds per squw’c fooL, I?qufttion”7 (b)
shows that for lower values of the mass and frequency thl!
acoustied radiation resistancebecomes of greater imporhmcc.
A corn:entiond fuselmgewill.therefore have greater damping

and the resonances will noL be so sharply peaked as in
figures 22.(a) and 22 (b).
.Effect of fuselage parameters on fuselage vibration,---Tlm

appendix shows thai the paud vibration amp]itudo of LIM!
fuselage is a function of oscillating pwssurc and frequency
as well as of mass, rigidity, tmd dnmping of the structure,
Rigidity. is effective in reducing low-frequency vibrations,
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mass is the most effective in reducing high-frequency vibra-
tions: ancl wall damping is the most effective in reducing the
muphtucle of the resonant peaks.

The present tests showed that the panel vibrated predom-
inantly at the fundamentd or lo-westexcitation frequency of
the propeller. This fact has cdso been found to be the case
for an airphcnefuseIage. Since rigidity is the most effective
at the low freq~encies, wall vibration may be reduced by
increasing wall ngidity~ provicIed, of coursej that the resonant
condition is far enough removed from the ra~me in which
the propeller operates. This increase in wail rigiclity was
accomplished for the test pands by means of reinforcements
which raised the panel resonance frequency to a value
higher thnn the fundamental excitation frequency. This
procedure necessarily increases the.possibility that the panel
may be in resonance with the higher harmonics of the
propeIIer. An inspection of figure 22 (c) shows that when
the reinforced wooden pane~ -wasexcited by the four-bIade
propeLIer se~eraI small resonances occurred a.t higher fre-
quencies: ho-ive-rer,these small resonances seemed to be of
IittIe importance.

Since the propelIer has numerous exciting harmonics ancl
the waIIshave numerous modes of vibration, ehnirmting alI
resonant conditions is impractical. It*is therefore desirable
to apply a damping material to the walls to reduce the
nmplitude of the resonant peaks.

The first section of the present report, shows that, as the
tip IIach number is increased, more of the pressure energy
goes into the higher harmonics. As indicated in the ap-

pendix, the mass of the wall becomes most effective in reduc-
ing wail -ribration at the higher frequencies. The wall must.
therefore have sufficient mass to prevent excessire vibration
at the high frequencies which predominante at figh tip speeds.

SO IJXD LEVELS IN FUSELAGE

The difference in pressureIevel of sound as it passes into m
encIosure such as a fuselage is given by reference 3 as

( 4,
Attenuation in decibels= 10 Iog*o 1 + ~~

where Ac is the absorption coefficient. in the enclosure and

T. is the transmission coefficient of sound through the walls.
The transmission is gi-ren by the square of the ratio of waII
vibration amplitucIe to the amplitude of the external souncl
wave. (See appendix) The lower the waII vilmtion for a

given externaI escitat ion, the lower is the transmission, and,

hence, the greater the sound reduction. Such reduction is
possibIe onIy if .4Cis greater than zero; that is, ords if sound..
ubsorbing material is present in the fuselage can the souncl
intensity inside be less than the inte~~it.youtside. It, may
also be noted from the equation for attenuation that even
though Ac be unity (its maximum value), the sound reduction
tiII not be appreciable uidess T. is quite smaI1. In the
intwest of crew comfort, a nominal value of absorption and
a low value of transmission are therefore necessary.

The designer may reduce sound pressures in the fuselage:
(1) by moving the engines outboard to irwr,easetip clearance,
(2) by increasing the number of blaclesl(3) by choosiqg the -”
optimum fuselage shape, (4) by increasing fuselage rigidity,
mass, and clamping, and (5) by applying sound-absorbing .._
material. Each of these variabIes is most effective over a
certain range of conditions.

- .=

CONCLUSIONS

Free-space oscillating-pressure measurements for static
conditions near the propeller tips (tip ilach number range
0.45 to 1.00) for five different propellers indicate the foIlow-
ing conchlsions:

1. Pressures me~ured on a line pmalIel to the propeller
axis are increased as tip cIearance is decreased; however,
ordy the pressures in a region one-hnlf radius ahead of the
pIane of rotation to one-half radius behind it. are greatly
increased.

2. At a constant power the pressure amplitudes of the
Iomer harmonics tend to decrease and the higher harmonics
te4d to increase -withan increase in tip llach number. The
fundamental frequency of pressure produced by a four-blade
propeIIer is essentially independent- of tip IIach number in ___
the usefuI tip 31ach number range.

3. Blacle plan form and soIidity do not seem to be sig- ---
nificant parameters. Tip clearance divided by propeller
diameter is shown to be significant.

4. At all tip J1ach numbers the four-bIade propeIhw pro~”
duced smaller pressures than the two-hIade propeller for the
same. povier coefficient.. At low tip Xlach numbers these
differences are Iarge, whereas at. tip Jhch number 1.00,
where a large amount. of energy appears in the higher .hcir-
monies, they are relatively small.

5. A flat vertical wall in the pressure field approximately
doubIes the free-space pressures in the pIane of the walI; a
circular wall also increases the pressures but by a lesser
amount.

6. Pressures of thk fundamental frequency -whichimpinge
on the fuselage mill in front of the propeller pIane tend to
be out of phase with those behind the propeIler plane. “

7. At a constant power coefficient and aQtip Wch num-
bers near 1.00, the pressure amplitucIesme not appreciably
reduced by increasing the number of blades; hovreverXthe
resulting Klgher frequencies of the impinging pressures me
beneficial in greatIy reducing the vibration amplitude of _

-....——._

the mall.
8. OsciIIating pressures and their phase relcdions at. any

point in space may be predicted satisfactorily by the theory
in this report. This anaIysis is primariIy for use in the region
near the propeller where the Gutin simp~ifieclsohltion is
not valid.

LANGLET AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

h~ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS, ‘

LANGLEY FIELD, I’A., Februai-y 18, l$?4$I.



APPENDIX

RESPONSE OF AN IDEALIZED PANEL TO A PLANE SOUND WAVE

The response of an idealized panel to a plane sound w’ave

is given in reference 5, page 220. The pane] is assumecl to

rnovti as an infinite, thin, but rigid piston that can vibrate

m a Whole under the action of elastic and damping restraints.

The equationa are reproduced here in somewhat modified
form to show’ the efl’ect of rigidity, mass, and damping. on

the response of u panel.

The vibration velocity of the panel is given by the follow-

ing equation:

2K~01e@t&e~~l~=
?r

Substituting Ktol=p and &z=iu, & gives

$o,e’”l~=~ ......

whero

“’=’c+z~+’(’’~’-:)

The absolute value is given by .

“-(4)

- ~~(5)

:=. (6)

Utilizing the value of the critical dti.mping for single-degree

systems gives (p. 50, reference 6)

When .s=.illu,~ is substituted, equation (7a) may be written

as

For the case of zero clamping, radiation resistance, and stiff-
ness, equation (7a) r.educesto

._* ..:. .. . ..
+3fw,2 (8)
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This is the same cqua.tion M equation (3) in text with Lhv
exception of the factor 2. The pressure used in equation (3)
is the pressure at the panel surface which for a ]argc phine
panel is double the free-space pressure bcca,usc of roficct.ion.
The equat.ion.ein this appendix aro based on tho frm-spim!
pressureof the incidenLwave.

TIM iesonant condition of the panel is given by U1=UX.
For this condition the amplitude of vibration is given by

--- (!)}

Therela.tion of the panel vibration amplitude to air arnp]iludc
at resonance may be writteu as

● $02 1..— — . .

$0’ 1+:%?’. .
c

(10)

Equation (1O) shows that, if the structural damfiing $
1!

is zero, the panel amplitude at rcsonanco is cqud M ~ho

~h’ ~erlllg My
amplitude of tho impinging sound w~ave. ~

L’c h
must be greater than unity for the damping t.o rnako an
appreciable clifference in the onlpIitude. The value of this

quantity for a typical fuselage having $0.10, M=o.s
.,c

grams Qe! centimetm~, w. =2rt30=376 radinns pm second,

and K= PC=42 grains per centimeterz-sccouci is

Equq~ion(lO) shows that tho damping is cflcctivc in reduc-
ing resonant peaks for high values of an (high rigidity}, mm+
and damping coefficients. This equation indicutw tlIaL
damping reduces the amp~iLudcof thu highw rcspotwcs buL
is not very effective in reducing tlm Iow-frcqucuey pem]w,

The transmission cocfflcienL T. of sound cnorgy through
a waII is given by the square of the ratio of WW1lrunplit.uda
to the .mnpiitude of the impinging wave, Tho reciprocal
of the transmission is given for tho cass of zero sh’ucLural
da.mpingin refqmnce .5 as
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where M is the mass of the walI per unit area, .s is the stiff-

ness (S=MUS2 where u= is natural frequency of paneI), al

is a.nguhw frequency of impinging sound, and c is velocity

of sound in air.

This equation may be written for air at standard condi-

tions (15° C and 760 mm. of Hgj as

T.=
7056

7

(11)
7056 +4tif12Mz (“1—y~ 2

f:
where fl is the frequency of the impinging sounds, fo) the
nztural frequency of “the fuseIage, and 31, the mass per unit
area of the fuselage.
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